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: Interactive Videos with Embedded High-Resolution Images

Interactive Videos with Embedded High-Resolution Images
ABSTRACT
Currently, videos generally cannot be zoomed in or panned across. Videos capture
motion but not detail; still images do not capture motion, but can be very detailed. The
techniques described herein unite the motion-capturing features of videos with the detailcapturing features of still images to enable a user to zoom in, pan across, listen to narrations, and
generally interact with frames in a video. In this manner, videos are provided that are interactive
and engaging.
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BACKGROUND
Currently, videos generally cannot be zoomed in or panned across. Videos capture
motion but not detail; still images do not capture motion, but can be very detailed. A
combination of substantial level of detail, as offered by high resolution still images, and video
that includes motion can provide a richer experience by enabling pan/zoom operations in the
high resolution image while also providing motion.
DESCRIPTION
This disclosure describes techniques that enable a user to zoom in, pan across, listen to
narrations, and generally interact with frames in a video. Traditionally, videos capture motion but
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not detail; still images do not capture motion, but can be very detailed. The described techniques
unite the motion-capturing features of videos with the detail-capturing features of still images.
Creation of an interactive, e.g., zoomable or pannable, video

Fig. 1: Timeline of compiled movie that includes video clips and still images

Per the techniques, illustrated in Fig. 1, a video compilation (movie) includes video clips,
e.g., clips 1, 2, and 3, that are seamlessly blended in with high-resolution still images. The
resulting video is stored in a blended format, e.g., incorporating elements from video standards
such as MPEG and still-image standards such as JPEG. The video includes audio layers both for
the video clips and the still image.
A pop-up icon or other user-interface element is provided that identifies the video frames
(or portions) that have corresponding high resolution still images. Users can freeze the video at
one or more of the interspersed images, zoom into the image, pan across the image, listen to
narrations that accompany the image, etc. The user can also use a seek bar to jump to different
portions of the video.
An interactive video can be created in any of the following ways:
● Manual packaging, where the video-creator plays a role similar to a film editor or
director, splicing together video clips and still images based on artistic considerations.
Although in most cases it is expected that the interspersed still images are semantically
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correlated with the video clips, this need not be true for all content. The decision to relate
still images to the video clips is an artistic one that is left to the video creator.
● Automatic collation, which uses a camera that is capable of simultaneously shooting
movies and high-resolution still images.
The accompanying audio is stored as a separate channel of the blended format. Multiple
audio channels, e.g., one carrying music, another carrying commentary, etc. can be included. The
audio channels can be recorded at the same time as the video or added during video editing.
When a viewer freezes the video to examine a frame in greater detail by zooming or panning,
audio narration relevant to the frozen frame can be started.
Raw JPEG images are typically 2-8 megapixels in size while raw MPEG videos can have
bitrates of 4-6 Mbps (at a resolution of 1080×720 pixels at 60 frames per second). These rather
large sizes are not typically uploaded to video sharing or social media services. Rather, a
substantially compressed version of such images or videos is uploaded. Per the described
techniques, a video creator can select sections of the video (up to the entire video) for which
original, high-resolution, video frames and still images are uploaded. The high-resolution video
or imagery enables zoom and pan functions during playback of the video.
For example, details that become visible at high resolution can be live-streamed during
zoom-in. The interspersing of movie frames and still images is seamless to the user such that
transitions between viewing a frozen video frame or an interspersed still image are not
perceivable. If the user uploads the generated content to a website or application that does not
support the interactive video format described herein, the uploaded video plays like a regular,
e.g., non-zoomable, non-pannable, video.
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Playback of an interactive, e.g., zoomable or pannable, video
During playback of the video, a displayed icon serves to inform the viewer of a zoomable
or pannable section. Alternatively, an icon can be used to inform the viewer of sections that are
not zoomable or pannable. Viewers can freeze the video at one or more of the interspersed
images, zoom into the image, pan across the image, listen to narrations that accompany the
image, etc. Viewers can also use a seek bar to jump to different portions of the video. The seek
bar can also include icons that indicate the available high resolution images within the video.
For example, while the video is being played on a touchscreen device, the video can
automatically pause when the viewer pinches-to-zoom and automatically restart when the viewer
zooms out all the way. When a viewer freezes the video to examine a frame in greater detail by
zooming or panning, audio narration or music relevant to the frozen frame can be started. At any
time, the viewer can jump off the interactive-video experience, e.g., restart playback of the video.
The blended format video as described herein can be viewed on various devices, e.g.,
desktop, mobile device, tablet, television, virtual reality headset, etc. The blended format can be
used by video sharing, social media, blogging, and/or photo sharing services, etc.
The blended format described herein enables the creation of dynamic videos, e.g., videos
with sections that are pre-recorded and sections that are live-streamed. An example of a dynamic
video is that of a newscaster reporting stock market news. The section of the video that includes
the newscaster may be a few hours old, while the section that shows the stock market graph can
be livestreamed such that it is always current, e.g., real-time. Another example of dynamic video
is one where an event, e.g., a concert performance, is filmed from multiple angles, and the
corresponding content is included in the blended format. A viewer can then change viewing
angle at will or zoom into interesting features from the one or more video feeds.
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In this manner, sections of a video are made amenable to zooming and panning, and,
depending on the resolution of the interspersed images, to inclusion of substantial detail. The
resulting videos, provided in a blended format, are more interactive and engaging than traditional
videos.
CONCLUSION
Currently, videos generally cannot be zoomed in or panned across. Videos capture
motion but not detail; still images do not capture motion, but can be very detailed. The
techniques described herein unite the motion-capturing features of videos with the detailcapturing features of still images to enable a user to zoom in, pan across, listen to narrations, and
generally interact with frames in a video. In this manner, videos are provided that are interactive
and engaging.
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